
Fuerta Mineral series are bathtubs made of the well-
known mineral cast. The mineral cast is characterized 
by excellent utility and aesthetic properties. The surface 
is extremely smooth, making it easy to clean, and 
also resistant to the development of fungi, mold and 
bacteria. The surface of the bathtubs is also resistant 
to various types of stains, discoloration or abrasion 
and scratches. Subtle shapes and delicate edges 
give the bathtub an elegant design. The availability 
of white gloss or matte color gives new arrangement 
possibilities.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

FUERTA MINERALFUERTA MINERAL

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Oval bathtub 
WOW-M/FUERTA 



The new Natur Mineral series are exclusive bathtubs made 
using natural material where the main component is dolo-
mite. The mineral cast is characterized by excellent usa-
ble and aesthetic properties. The surface is extremely 
smooth, making it easy to clean, and resistant to the 
development of fungi, mildew and bacteria. The surface 
of baths is resistant to various types of stains, discolo-
ration, abrasion and scratches. Freestanding bathtubs 
give each bathroom the character of a luxury bathing 
salon. A characteristic feature of the bathtub is its uni-
que form, 49 cm deep and the highest quality.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

NATUR MINERALNATUR MINERAL

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Oval bathtub 
WOW-M/NATUR 



Space Line bathtubs are a good choice for all those who 
values non-standard solutions. Series ensures a touch of 
classic elegance. Space Line is an offer for both traditio-
nal and modern bathrooms. The bathtubs are made of 
sanitary acrylic and come with a square adapter with a 
siphon cover included. The straight bathtub line, opti-
mal depth and angle of the backrests make Space Line 
bathtubs a guarantee of comfort, convenience and re-
laxation. The adapter with a siphon cover not only has 
an aesthetic function, it also makes the bottom of the 
bathtub completely smooth. A long hot bath in an 
oval bathtub is a bit of luxury that you can ensure 
every day in your own bathroom. Space Line bath-
tubs add style, elegance and break the style of any 
interior in an interesting way.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

SPACE LINESPACE LINE

Rectangular bathtub 
WP/SPACE 

Rectangular bathtub with the 
shower zone WPsp/SPACE 

Rectangular bathtub 
WP/SPACE 

Symmetric bathtub 
WS/SPACE

Trapezoidal bathtub 
WTL(P)/SPACE

Hexagonal bathtub 
W6k/SPACE

Oval bathtub 
WOW/SPACE 



The LUXO series includes bathtubs that have been desi-
gned for those  who treat the bathing in the hot water with 
foam as an ideal form of relaxation after a long day. The 
Luxo series offers a wide selection of bathtubs of various 
sizes and forms. It is an interesting solution for both ba-
thing rooms and bathrooms with a smaller area. There 
is no greater pleasure than a hot bath after a hard day. 
That is why we are increasingly looking for space for a 
bathtub in our bathrooms. LUXO bathtubs have been 
created for bathing lovers. When choosing bathtubs 
from the LUXO series, many shapes and dimensions 
to choose are available. It is easy to fit the bathtub to 
the most demanding interior. The range of possibi-
lities is wide - starting from the symmetrical corner 
bathtub through the hexagonal, trapezoidal, asym-
metrical and wall-type to the classic rectangular 
and oval version.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing
in each bathroom area

LUXOLUXO

Asymmetric corner bathtub 
WAL(P)se/LUXO * ** ***

Symmetric wall-type bathtub 
WSPse/LUXO* ** ***

Oval bathtub 
WOWse/LUXO* ** ***

Symmetric bathtub 
WS/LUXO* **

Asymmetric corner bathtub 
WAL(P)/LUXO*

Symmetric wall-type bathtub 
WSP/LUXO*

Rectangular bathtub
WP/LUXO

Hexagonal bathtub 
W6K/LUXO

Trapezoidal bathtub 
WTL(P)/LUXO

* - bathtubs are available with apron as a set
** - bathtubs are  available as a monoblock 
version
*** - bathtub with the possibility of filling by 
wateroutflow



The elegant series of Loft Line bathtubs is characterized by 
a very interesting style so far found in Premium segments. 
If we imagine minimalism combined with subtle beauty, 
the Loft Line series materializes. Rectangular, asymme-
trical, symmetrical wall-type and oval bathtubs allow us 
to create beautiful and cozy interiors. Depending on 
the type, the bathtubs are available with an elegant slit 
overflow or with the option of filling via an overflow, 
which gives more arrangement options. Their charac-
teristic feature is the specially profiled backrest, ensu-
ring maximum comfort during bathing.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

LOFT LINELOFT LINE

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Asymmetric corner bathub 
WAL(P)-kpl-mb/LOFT* **

Symmetric wall-type bathub
WSP-kpl-mb/LOFT* **

Oval bathtub
WOW-kpl-mb/LOFT* **

Rectangular bathtub 
WPdo/LOFT

* - bathtub with the possibility of filling by wateroutflow
** - bathtubs are available as a monoblock version



Real comfort is when you do not have to hurry and when 
you have enough time to relax. A great opportunity to feel 
comfort is a long, hot bathing when your muscles rest 
and you can calm down. What if you enrich these won-
derful moments with a little bit of luxury? By choosing 
bathtubs from the Prestige series, you can effective-
ly relax at home inside your own ecological spa. The 
Prestige series has been created for everyone who is 
looking for simple and luxurious solutions in everyday 
life. The Prestige series focuses on the best technical 
solutions that do not disturb the simplicity and mini-
malism which characterizes the design of Prestige 
bathtubs. We are a brand that wants to provide you 
with a sense of prestige in everyday situations. We 
have prepared four variants of bathtubs that you 
can easily adapt to the capabilities of your bathro-
om to your bathing pleasure.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

PRESTIGEPRESTIGE

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Rectangular bathtub
WP/PR

Rectangular bathtub
WP/PR

Symmetric bathtub
WS/PR

Symmetric bathtub with seat
WSzs/PR

Oval bathtub 
WOW/PR*

* - bathtubs are available 
with apron as a set



Asymmetric Comfort bathtubs are a classic in itself. 
For many years, bathtubs have been seducing their 
supporters with a timeless line. Their wide range of 
dimensions guarantees that the product fits into the 
space of each bathroom. This is the offer for people 
who likes standard solutions in an interesting form.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

COMFORTCOMFORT

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Asymmetric bathtub 
WAL(P)/CO



The bathroom is a unique place inside each house. We 
do many activities in bathroom, so  we need the space in 
which we can rest and relax after a hard day. The functio-
nality of this room affects the overall comfort of use. The 
Free Line bathtub is a universal choice. The Free Line 
series, due to their universal character and functionality, 
is a range of products available in many sizes and sha-
pes. We have designed bathtubs with unusual shapes, 
thanks to which you can not only introduce the element 
of modernity to the bathroom, but you can also make 
your bathroom have more free space. Choose a he-
xagonal bathtub and see how simple it is. Create a 
harmonious arrangement and enjoy the moment just 
for yourself. We offer classic solutions starting from 
symmetrical and asymmetrical corner bathtubs, as 
well as interesting rectangular and oval bathtubs 
with a centrally located water outflow. Thanks to 
this, even the smallest bathroom can turn into a 
luxurious bathing room. The Free Line bathtubs 
offer includes double backrest models as well as 
classic solutions perfectly suited to your needs.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

FREE LINEFREE LINE

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Rectangular bathtub 
WP/FREE

Rectangular bathtub 
WPdo/FREE

Symmetric bathtub 
WS/FREE

Asymmetric bathtub 
WAL(P)/FREE

Trapezoidal bathtub
WTL(P)/FREE

Trapezoidal bathtub
WTL(P)/FREE

Hexagonal bathtub
W6K/FREE

Oval bathtub 
WOW/FREE



Acrylic bathtubs are the most popular bathtubs in Polish 
houses. The offer of the Basic Line series consists of rec-
tangular bathtubs with one or two sides for backs re-
sting. The proposal includes also the oval and hexagonal 
shapes, that have never been seen before in the basic 
segment. Basic is a proposal for those for whom pure 
pleasure in the bathtub is very important. The bathtub’s 
45 cm depth is optimal and the sanitary acrylic design 
ensures that the water temperature is maintained.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

BASIC LINEBASIC LINE

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Rectangular bathtub 
WP/BASIC

Rectangular bathtub 
WPdo/BASIC

Oval bathtub 
WOW/BASIC

Hexagonal bathtub 
W6K/BASIC



Modesta rectangular bathtubs are proposal fitted to the 
modern style. Simple, decisive shape is based on mini-
malism and timeless aesthetics, which create the style 
of this series. Modesta bathtubs are distinguished by 
specially profiled interior prepared for the elbows. Every-
thing for even better bathing comfort. The line is the so-
lutions which does not lose their aesthetics over time.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

MODESTAMODESTA

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Rectangular bathtub 
WP/MO



Rectangular bathtubs are the best adjusted to small bath-
rooms. If you want an economical bathing solution, cho-
ose a rectangular bathtub from the GESSA series. The 
rectangle is the first shape that comes to mind when you 
are thinking about bathtub. This universal model looks 
good in modernist as well as more traditional bathroom 
interiors. Straight edges and high-quality materials en-
sure many years of satisfaction with the choice of this 
model. The optimal depth of 42cm and the four most 
frequently chosen dimensions of the bathtub make it 
adaptable to most smaller bathrooms.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

GESSAGESSA

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Rectangular bathtub 
WP/GESSA



Rectangular bathtubs have stood the test of time, and in 
the Idea series enchants with their simplicity and temp-
tation with their practicality. IDEA means „idea” and this 
bathtub model is definitely a good idea if you are thin-
king about renovating or equipping your bathroom. Af-
fordable price and high quality are the most important 
features of the new bathtub in the offer of the Polish 
producer. The classic rectangular shape is softened by 
the delicate lines of the profiled interior of the bathtub, 
giving the impression of lightness and modernity.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

IDEAIDEA

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Rectangular bathtub 
WP/IDEA



Having a small bathroom does not mean that you have to 
give up comfortable bathing in a bathtub and equipping 
it with products in line with the latest trends. Their device 
is now much easier because there are many products 
available on the market dedicated to small bathrooms. 
Small does not mean uncomfortable. Inserting a bath-
tub into a small bathroom can be an interesting and be-
neficial solution. In the case of small areas, it is worth 
putting on asymmetrical bathtubs, which primarily 
take up less space. Seemingly small dimensions of 
asymmetrical bathtubs provide as much space for 
bathing as those with classic shapes. The secret lies 
in the proper profiling of the interior of such a bath-
tub. For enthusiasts of the classics, a rectangular 
bathtub version is available in the 4 most popular 
dimensions.

More informations on our webside 
www.sanplast.pl

ASAS

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems 
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And 
this is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long 
bathing or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and 
excellent with the quality Sanplast brand products are the 
perfect choice for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Rectangular bathtub 
WP/AS


